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Validation in the general “Verification & Validation” (V&V) context
A rigorous V&V procedure through a practical example
GBS code and TORPEX experiment, stepping stone to tokamak SOL
Initial results of tokamak SOL validation
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The TORPEX device














Key elements of 
tokamak SOL
TORPEX: an ideal verification & validation testbed
-  Parameter scan,  N – number 
of field line turns
Example: N=2
-  Complete set of diagnostics, 






















No separation between equilibrium and fluctuations
ρi << L,  




































Sheath e ects on turbulence
Conclusions
The GBS code
Examples of 3D simulations
The GBS code, a tool to simulate open field line turbulence
  Developed by steps of increasing complexity
  Drift-reduced Braginskii equations
  Global, 3D, Flux-driven, Full-n [Ricci et al PPCF 2012]
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Limited
SOL
GBS: simulation of plasma turbulence in edge conditions 
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Code verification, the techniques
1)  Simple tests
2)  Code-to-code comparisons (benchmarking)









Only verification ensuring 
convergence and correct 
numerical implementation
Riva et al., PoP 2014
Order-of-accuracy tests, method of manufactured solution
Our model:                  ,        unknown
We solve                      ,   but
A(f) = 0 f













For GBS:   ⇠ h2
 n = fn   f =
1) we choose    ,  then  g
2) we solve: An(gn)  S = 0
Method of manufactured solution: 
S = A(g)
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3D and 2D GBS simulations
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Solution verification, Richardson extrapolation
pe
r















Solution verification, Richardson extrapolation
pe
r




Use Roache’s GCI error estimate 
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Validation goals
-  Make progress in physics understanding
-  Compare experiments and simulations to assess 
physics of the model
-  Consider different models and parameter scans to 
guide us to key physics
-  Avoid fortuitous agreement
-  Rigorous tool, but easy to use
  3D GBS model
2D reduced model
TORPEX
Our project, paradigm of 
turbulence code validation
?
•  For the 2 codes, what is the agreement of experiment and 
simulations as a function of N? 
•  Are 3D effects important? Role of 3D in TORPEX physics?
Methodology based on ideas of Terry et al., PoP 2008; Greenwald, PoP 2010

















-  Examples:   
-  A validation observable should not be a function of the others
- 11 observables for our validation: 
hIsatit , hnit ,  , ...







































































Not all the observables are equally worthy…
The hierarchy assesses the assumptions used for their deduction 
# of assumptions to get 
the observable from 
experimental data




h = hexp + hsim
Examples:   -          : hexp = 1, hsim = 0, h = 1 






 - χ = 0: perfect agreement
 - χ = 0.5: agreement within uncertainty
 - χ = 1: total disagreement
 




tanh[(dj   d0)/ ] + 1
2
Level of agreement




























Why 2D and 3D work equally well at low N and 2D fails at high N?
What can we learn on the TORPEX physics?
Ricci et al., PoP 2009, PoP 2011

























[⌅, pe]!  p˜e =  ikyp0e0c⌅˜/B
⇥kjk =  ⇧⌅⇧z ! j˜k =  ikk⌅˜/⇥k
These give :





,  I = cs
q
2/(RLp)









kk = 0 : “ideal interchange mode”
 
only choice if ⇥k = 0
 
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n + Te eqs. 
Compressibility stabilizes the mode at kv⇥s > 0.3 IR/cs




longest possible vertical wavelength of a perturbation v :

























For N~1-6, ideal             interchange modes dominant
   
N=2
kk = 0


















 At  high N>7, Resistive Interchange Mode turbulence
 v ⇠ Lv
stabilization, requires high N and    kk ⌘k 6= 0
 2 =  2I    
4⇤V 2Ak2 
⇥ c2k2y







Toroidally symmetric  



















Interpretation of the validation results
-  Ideal interchange 
turbulence
-  2D model appropriate
kk = 0
-  Compressibility stabilizes ideal 
interchange
-  Resistive interchange turbulence
-  2D model not appropriate
kk 6= 0
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The GBS code
Examples of 3D simulations
The GBS code, a tool to simulate open field line turbulence
  Developed by steps of increasing complexity
  Drift-reduced Braginskii equations
  Global, 3D, Flux-driven, Full-n [Ricci et al PPCF 2012]
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The next step: simulations of SOL tokamak
Ricci et al., PPCF 2012
Tokamak SOL simulations
 


























































Simulations contain physics of ballooning modes, drift waves, 
Kelvin-Helmholtz, blobs, parallel flows, sheath losses… 
ISTTOK
C-Mod
GBS simulations of tokamaks in limited configurations 
TCV
a/ s
Gas puff imaging 
diagnostics
Experimental results provided by J. Terry, 








C-Mod fluctuation properties well captured
Alcator C-Mod, 










Scrape-o  layer width scaling
GBS agrees with [Zweben PoP 2009] within error bars
  Compare GBS radial/poloidal
average against GPI data
  Shot-to-shot variation indicated
with error bars
  GBS gives good match for
 D /D  and higher moments
  Previous gyrofluid simulations
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Scrape-o  layer width scaling
Typical spatial, temporal turbulent scales give reasonable
agreement
  Compute ⇥auto , Lrad , Lpol using





 x   lnCij(t = 0)
  Good match for L ⇥ 1.5cm,





































GPI   
high n
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Where can a Verification & Validation exercise help?
3. Let the physics emerge
Two turbulent regimes: ideal interchange mode at low N and 
non-flute modes at high N.







2D and 3D simulations agree with experimental measurements 
similarly at low N.
Parameter scans have a crucial role
1. Make sure that the code works correctly, and asses the
   numerical error 
 
 
The correct implementation of GBS rigorously shown, the 
discretization error estimate for the quantity of interest estimated






EU project for the validation 
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Conclusions
The GBS code
Examples of 3D simulations
The GBS code, a tool to simulate open field line turbulence
  Developed by steps of increasing complexity
  Drift-reduced Braginskii equations
  Global, 3D, Flux-driven, Full-n [Ricci et al PPCF 2012]
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Moving towards the tokamak SOL
Ricci et al., PPCF 2012
The validation methodology
[Based on ideas of Terry et al., PoP 2008; Greenwald, PoP 2010]
What quantities can we use for validation? The more, the better…
-  Definition & evaluation of the validation observables
What are the uncertainties affecting measured and simulation data?
-  Uncertainty analysis
For one observable, within its uncertainties, what is the level of agreement?
-  Level of agreement for an individual observable
How directly can an observable be extracted from simulation and experimental 
data? How worthy is it, i.e. what should be its weight in a composite metric?
-  The observable hierarchy
How to evaluate the global agreement and how to interpret it
- Composite metric 
Evaluation of the validation observables




















Why does TORPEX transition from ideal to 
resistive interchange for large N?
N
Resistive interchange requires high N
Ideal interchange requires low N:
stable:


















-  Validation at each code refinement
-  Considering more observables










Validation on a recently achieved SOL-like 
configuration in TORPEX
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Where can a verification & validation exercise help?
4.  Assess the predictive capabilities of a code
3. Let the physics emerge
Two turbulent regimes: ideal interchange mode at low N and 
non-flute modes at high N.
3D simulations predict (within uncertainty) profiles of n but not of Isat
 







2D and 3D simulations agree with experimental measurements 
similarly at low N.
Parameter scans have a crucial role
1.  Make sure that the code works correctly
 
 
Rigorously, with discretization error estimate
The model
ρi << L, ω << Ωci, 








Te, Ω (vorticity)        similar equations
V||e, V||i                parallel momentum balance
∇⊥
2φ =Ω
Quasi steady state – balance between: 
plasma source, perpendicular transport, and parallel losses 





+ [ , n] = Cˆ(nTe)  nCˆ( ) rk(nVke) + S
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Future work 
Missing ingredients for a complete description 





Better source  
modeling 
Use of more diagnostics: Mach probes, Triple 




A validation project requires a four step procedure: 
 
 
(i)    Model qualification 
 
 
(ii)   Code verification 
 
 
(iii)  Definition and classification of observables 
 
 
(iv)  Quantification of agreement 
 
 
 
 

